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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

 

These are extraordinary times that we are living through at the moment! 

Our gardens are smiling, reviving and looking refreshed following the recent rains, 

unfortunately the human part of our environment is not coping as well, as we all learn to 

come to terms with CONVID-19. 

APS Newcastle Group have made the decision to cancel the April and May meetings as 

directed by APS NSW.  We had already decided to do this before that directive due to the 

fact that we meet in quite confined spaces; have close to 50 people attending; have 

members of a vulnerable age; and are inviting guest speakers into an unknown 

environment.  We agree this is the only sensible option at this time and will review the 

situation after 2 months. 

We had also suggested that in lieu of a meeting, hold a casual outdoor get together on a 

Saturday afternoon but as conditions are changing and deteriorating so rapidly, I think we 

need to defer this as well.  This strategy could be a way to ease back into group meetings 

when the crisis eases. 

Many thanks to Mark Henley, the newsletter editor, this is an important job at any time, 

but an especially important form of communication in these very unpredictable times. 

We can all look on the bright side, that this too will pass, and in the meantime enjoy the 

extra time available to spend in your healthiest environment, your garden.  The benefits of 

the outdoors, gardening and getting your hands dirty have been recognized for a long time.  

The physical as well as mental and emotional benefits, whether being active and strenuous 

or just sitting and enjoying the 

beauty and serenity and wonder 

of nature are multiple. 

Carolyn Gillard 
  

 

Right: Drosera photo, taken from 

one of Greg Bourke’s fabulous 

carnivorous plant slides that we 

saw at last month’s general 

meeting- Ed 
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EDITORIAL         Mark Henley   Ph 0411 696 027 

Greetings everybody in these unusual and very uncertain times that we are enduring at the 

moment.  The social rules seem to be changing and becoming more severe, almost on a daily 

basis.  Being self-isolated can be a very nerve-racking and stressful situation, especially when the 

term of those restrictions is not known as well as being detached from families and friends.  I 

think that, in the current crisis, we lovers of Australian Plants are a bit more fortunate than lots 

of other community and social groups in that although we cannot meet, we can still find solace 

in our gardens. There is nothing like gardening – caring for plants that we love: planting, watering, 

feeding, trimming and generally caring for plants in our native gardens. I find that physical work 

is the best way to get my mind off the negative thoughts of the current events and the constant 

bombardment of bad news. I enjoy all the heavier garden activities like moving soil around, 

cutting up dead branches, mowing, removing viscous weeds like a huge, savagely spiked 

bougainvillea that impinge on our garden, enveloping trees and shrubs. I could not do those things 

a couple of months ago, but as my heart surgeon said in January: ‘You won’t know yourself in 2-

3 months’ time!” Something else that can be done while self-isolating, is LandCare.  It is very 

satisfying to care for a patch of degraded bushland and to get stuck into weeding and planting 

out new endemic plants, especially after the recent rain we have had.  Speaking of rain. How good 

has that rain been and how amazing is it that good steady rain can suddenly change a garden 

from being sad and dry, to one that is flourishing?  Following a very long hot dry, exhausting 

summer, we have had some heavy rainfall in the past month or so- with the latest big fall being 

95mm, just over a week ago.  Our garden plants, especially the rainforest types, have really 

responded well with lot of new, healthy foliage and a spattering of flowers.  See photos below.  

Of course the lawns have grown fast too and the mosquitoes have come back- at least until we 

get a cold snap. The frogs in our ponds are loving the rain as well!  

Photos below: Plants all show the effect of recent rains:  1 red Cedar, acacias and Christmas bush 

2 Macadamia new growth     3 Maiden-hair fern.         
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Lush growth: Calothamnus quadrifidus               Syzygium ‘Pink Cascade’   

In these difficult times we cannot get together and talk about Australian Native Plants. It is good 

to remember that our group has an existing Facebook page, which is constantly changing and can 

be a great place for members to go to fairly regularly, to see what others are doing in their 

gardens. This is also a great way of finding out what the group is up to, in between Newsletters.  

Members can also insert their own story and add photos. To easily get onto our Facebook page, 

just type: ‘Australian Plants Society Newcastle Group Facebook’ into Google, and then click on 

the link to the page.  To join the Facebook page group just click on the word ‘follow’ just under 

the photo of the Christmas Bush on the home page. To add something to the page, just write 

something, as I show in the picture below. Then to add a photo, click on ‘Photo/video then add 

the photo (from where you have it stored on your computer.) When finished, just click on the 

blue bar that has POST written on it. If you would like to join Facebook Just type ‘Facebook Sign 

Up’ into Google and follow the prompts.  If unsure of any of these things- just ask a young person!!       

Mark Henley Editor 
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Outings and Meetings: Sorry no APS Main Group outings, nor Midweekers Outings, or any APS 

meetings to advise you of, or report on, due to current isolation issues!  When this situation 

changes, members will be advised.  Meanwhile, Karen Thumm is going to give us a ‘Non-Outing’ 

Report    Ed: 

 

APS Newcastle ‘Non-outing’ Report  by Karen Thumm 

Dear All,  

I am assuming that the garden visit to my place is being cancelled due to COVID 19, and so I 

thought I would give you an idea of what you would’ve seen if the garden visit had gone ahead.  

You would’ve seen a rather wild garden, one really in need of a bit of renewal, and one which is 

full. I have even started taking over the footpath, of which I have lots, as I am on a corner block. I 

really struggle to find even the smallest corner into which I could poke another plant. I’m also not 

good at pruning. It is definitely not a neat, cottage garden, or one that is manicured. However, 

what it lacks in neatest, it makes up for in interest, as it has some very unusual plants, and it is a 

garden I get a lot of joy from. I have a small vegie garden and a couple of ‘nostalgia plants’ which 

are not native, such as a rose which my father used to grow. But most of the garden is natives. I 

have been growing natives since my mother gave me a membership to the SGAP in 1989.  

When I moved into my current house 9 years ago the garden had one tree and grass. That’s all. I 

was pleased that the house is on one side of the block, leaving half to be just garden. The one 

tree is a Glochidion ferdinandi (Cheese Tree), which passers-by comment on, as it is the only real 

shade tree, hanging over the footpath, giving them relief in summer. 

  

What do I want from a garden? Those of you who go to meetings will know that:  

1. I love flowers. I want flowers for my house all year round. I like all colours, but I think it is 

important to have white flowers as well, as they help show off the other colours. I love my 

Hakea dactyloides, which looks like a cloud of white at the end of the spring flowering 

season.  

2. I want to attract birds. Banksias feed the birds through half the year to– so I have Banksia 

ericifolia, B. oblongifolia, B. spinulosa and B. robur.  

3. I am interested in threatened species. I have Grevillea shiressii (endemic to the Central 

Coast), Homoranthus porteri from north Queensland – flowers for months of the year, 

Grevillea mollis – not showy, but beautiful pink new foliage, Zieria prostrata, Grevillea 

wilkinsonii, the Tumut grevillea, which appears to be thriving so far, Grevillea 

mccutcheonii, horribly prickly, but very rare in its natural environment, Eucalyptus pumila, 

a local mallee and Hakea archaeoides, which I used to have in my previous garden, when 

it was still known as the “Mel Dyer” Hakea or Hakea trineura.  

4. I make jam. I have Davidson’s plums (Davidsonia jerseyana), but I haven’t had a decent 

harvest so far, as they get terrible fruit fly in my garden. I also have finger limes, and that 

makes wonderful jam – but it takes for ever to make just a few pots. 

Some features: 

My orange flowering gum is fantastic in late November to December. I also have a dwarf yellow 

bloodwood Corymbia eximia nana, which is supposed to grow to 6 metres, and I think has reached 

that now. It is a stunning tree, with lots of big white blossom, large leaves and a nice shape. Pity 

that the cultivar doesn’t retain the yellow flaky bark of the Yellow bloodwood. The layering 
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Calothamnus quadrifidus is amazing when it flowers, attracting the blue-faced honeyeaters. A 

couple of Xanthorrhoea are doing well in the front garden.  

I have a home-made native bee/insect house hung up under my front verandah. I enjoy having 

my cup of tea out there and watching the different insects check out the holes: Bees and wasps 

parasitising other nests. 

My seed raising corner. I have a conservation agreement over my property in north NSW. I am 

growing seeds from the property to plant in the areas which need restoration. My biggest 

successes so far are Themeda triandra, Kangaroo grass, Cymbopogon refractus barbed wire grass, 

Hibiscus heterophyllus, Acacia melanoxylon black wattle, and now I have a few Bangalow palms 

starting too.  

 

What are my problems in the garden?  

As much as I enjoy the benefits of the Glochidion in the front garden, it really stops everything 

from thriving under a large portion of my front garden. The roots are quite remarkable, coming 

from the ground up into any pots I put under it. I have resorted to putting metal sheeting under 

mulch under the pots to prevent the roots of the Glochidion sucking the life out of my plants. And 

it suckers everywhere. Never mind, I am sure it lowers the temperature in my house by a few 

degrees in summer. Strangely, the Ziera prostrata seems to cope with it, along with Goodenia 

ovata and a Lomatia silaifolia.  

I like prickly plants, like the Grevillea mccutcheonii, and the Acacia ulicifolia, Prickly Moses which 

decided to drop dead on me recently after several wonderful years. Prickly plants provide refuge 

areas for small birds. But it is very difficult to weed under prickly plants.  

Leptospermum squarrosum look amazing in the bush when little else is flowering. I have two in 

my garden and neither flower well or are very pink, as in the bush. Very disappointing.  

I’m not good at keeping orchids. Some survive, but none thrive. I think I need to look after them 

better. The lack of small birds is disappointing still. I have a bird bath, and thick shrubs, but I think 

that my garden is still too much in the middle of suburbia to make small birds such as wrens or 

finches possible. I do get spinebills, little wattlebirds, and the occasional oriole in the Glochidion.  

What are some of the other plants I have? 

Dampiera purpurea (great plant – suckers, just when you think it is going to die), Epacris, tucked 

in among others, Grevillea speciosa, birds nest ferns, Cissus hypoglauca (Native grape) – to cover 

an ugly fence, Gastrolobium sericeum – 

crazy almost black flowers, 

Leptospermum petersonii, native Hoya 

australis, Melaleuca viridiflora (Burgundy 

Weeper?), weeping maroon form, 

Persoonia pinifolia, Ricinocarpus pinifolius  

Wedding bush, Grevillea linearifolia, 

Grevillea flexuosa.  

I have more. I hope this has whetted your 

appetite for when we can do garden visits 

again “on the other side”! 

 

Grevillea wilkinsonii in Karen’s garden 
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Homoranthus porteri in Karen’s garden 

 

 

Karen’s native bee house 

Karen’s native bee house is very well made and caters for bees of differing sizes. It is good to 

see that these days, people are taking more interest in native bees.  Lake Macquarie City 

Council’s Eco advocate recommending certain local native plants to attract native bees:  Ed 

Flowers for native bees 

Native bees play a critical role in our gardens and local bush. They are important pollinators of 

our native plants and vegie gardens, working alongside the non-native 

honeybee and other insects. 

Some of their favourite plants locally are: 

• Vanilla Lily Arthropodium milleflorum 

• Daisy-leaved Goodenia Goodenia bellidifolia 

• Silky Grevillea Grevillea sericea 

• Prickly-leaved Paperbark Melaleuca nodosa 

• Pine-leaved Bottlebrush Callistemon 

pinifolius 

• Sunshine Wattle Acacia terminalis 

• Silky Purple-flag Patersonia sericea- right 

 

Find out more at lakemacquarielandcare.org or call 4921 0392. 
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Australian Flora Foundation - Grant Progress 

You might remember in last year’s Feb/Mar Newsletter, Paddy advised us about a two-year 

research grant that was available through the Australian Flora Foundation. One of these research 

projects, which Newcastle APS supports financially, was Taxonomy and propagation of Persoonia 

hirsuta (subsp Mt Yengo). The winner of this $10,000 grant was Dr Nathan Emery from the Sydney 

Royal Botanic Gardens.  Last month Mark Henley contacted Nathan to ask him how the project 

was coming along. This is his answer: “There is a slight update to that project title since it was 

awarded, as the AFF do not fund genetics work. The full project title is: A determination of the 

horticultural potential of the endangered Persoonia hirsuta. 

Grant Project – Progress Report, January 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo of a Persoonia hirsuta subsp. ‘Yengo’ plant propagated from a vegetative cutting (Photo: 

Nathan Emery) 

 The aims of this project are (1) to investigate the propagation potential of Persoonia hirsuta 

subsp. ‘Yengo NP’ for the development of a horticultural cultivar by identifying the factors 

affecting seed germination, rooting ability of vegetative cuttings, and its initiation into tissue 

culture, and; (2) to compare the growth and vigour of juvenile plants from the different 

propagation methods. 

 Vegetative cuttings were collected in May 2019 from the nine known extant plants in Yengo 

National Park, NSW. A total of 350 cuttings were processed from the collection in the nursery at 

the Australian Botanic Garden Mount Annan. Four hormone treatments were trialled: 
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1. Water soak (control) 2. EsiRoot soak 

3. EsiRoot soak + Clonex green 4. EsiRoot soak + Clonex purple 

It takes up to 12 months for cuttings to strike. As of January 2020, 26 cuttings have struck with 

root development across the four treatments (7.5% total strike rate). Currently, strike rate is 

variable across treatments, ranging from 1% to 16%. The survival rate of cuttings treated with 

Clonex purple is very low (18%), indicating a possible toxic effect of indole-butyric acid (IBA). 

Cuttings will continue to be monitored and struck plants will be measured for growth over the 

next twelve months. 

 In August 2019, 34 stem tips were collected from cutting-propagated plants and initiated into 

tissue culture. Plantlets will continue to be sub-sampled to increase replicates for ex-flasking out 

of tissue culture. 

 Fruit collection was not possible due to the unfortunate timing of fruit drop and the Gospers’ 

Mountain bushfire. This fire burnt through the area where the wild P. hirsuta subsp. ‘Yengo NP’ 

plants occur. Although site access may not occur for some time, it is possible that this sub-

species is extinct in the wild if there is no recruitment and no new unaffected adult plants are 

found. Consequently, the proposed methodology to assess the germination of this species will 

be amended to use a smaller fruit collection (approximately 230 seeds) made in 2018 and 

stored at the NSW Seedbank. It is proposed to remove the heat shock treatment as it has been 

recently shown to have no effect on the germination of other P. hirsuta sub-species. Two 

germination pre-treatments (smoke-water and GA3) will be applied to the seeds and compared 

with a control treatment. 

 

 

Persoonia hirsuta flower  

 

 

Persoonia hirsuta- habit 
A plant well worth growing! Ed 
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Membership News 

The majority of our members have a 30th March renewal date, so this will be a busy time for 

membership renewal in our group.  

 Those due for renewal will receive a reminder email and an invoice to remind you of the 

cost of your current membership choice. 

 Payment can be paid via three different online methods 

1. using a credit card via the secure PayPal website [ you don’t need a PayPal 

account to do this] , 

2.  using a PayPal account 

3.  and this year via a direct bank transfer. 

All information regarding these procedures are provided with the email and invoice sent by 

NSW APS. 

For the small group of members who do not have access to a computer you will receive a 

reminder letter.  

There is in addition the option of posting a cheque to the NSW Membership Officer Merle 

Thompson. A renewal form and postal details can be found in the renewal form found in every 

group newsletter or in the centre of “Australian Plants”, the APS journal. 

Please wait for your reminder and invoice. If you have any concerns please contact me via 

membership.aps.newcastle@gmail.com or call 4984 1932. I am happy to assist. 

Payment has already been made by our group for all of our group life memberships. 

Elaine Fereday  

Membership Officer for the Newcastle Group 

 

Xanthostemon chrysanthus – Golden Penda – Photo by Paddy Lightfoot  
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Xanthostemon chrysanthus – Golden Penda –Photos By Paddy Lightfoot  

The golden penda was first described in 1864 by Victorian Government Botanist Ferdinand von 

Mueller as Metrosideros chrysantha, after being collected by John Dallachy on 12 April 1864 

from Rockingham Bay in northern Queensland, (about halfway between Cairns and Townsville)  

It was reclassified in the Genus Xanthostemon by George Bentham in the third volume of 

his Flora Australiensis in 1867 The species name is derived from the Ancient 

Greek words chrysos "golden", and "anthos" "flower". 

Description 

Xanthostemon chrysanthus grows as a tree to 10–15 metres) high and 5–8 metres wide, in the 

wild. It is generally much more compact in gardens. The bark is rough and the habit bushy. The 

shiny green elliptic leaves measuring 70–220 mm long by 20–95mm wide. They are arranged in 

whorls along the stems. The flower heads, or racemes, are terminal or axillary and measure up 

to 150 mm in diameter. They are made up of numerous small (10–20 mm diameter) individual 

golden flowers. Flowering is followed by small (10-15 mm) green or brown woody capsules 

which are ripe between August and February. Flowers can appear at any time of year.  

 

“Best 

flowering this 

Golden Penda 

tree has ever 

had. On our 

footpath 4-5 

metres tall.” 

Paddy 

Lightfoot 

 

 

 

 

 

Golden penda growing at New Lambton Heights 
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Native Garden Charlestown 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I had often walked past this place, in a neighbouring street at Charlestown and always admired 

their garden, from a distance. Fairly recently they built a front fence, which now, all but hides 

the garden from the road. Out of curiosity the other day, I knocked on their door, and asked if I 

could have a look at their garden, which they agreed to. The garden is In between lots of other 

yards crammed with overgrown suburban European gardens, so this little patch is a breath of 

fresh air! It has been well-designed and a lot of thought gone into the type of plants utilised. In 

between the dog barking at me, I asked the owner who designed and built the garden, she said 

‘we did!’ I think they did a great job, using gravel as a mulch- certainly keeps the weeds down. 

Dwarf banksias, Chrysocephalum apiculatum and Xanthorrhoeas are great features…Ed. 
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Melicope elleryana  
Just as Paddy’s Golden penda has had its best season, after good rain, so has my pink euodia: 

another Northern rainforest tree in the Rutaceae family. Wiki:  “Melicope elleryana is a small to 

medium rainforest tree growing to 25 metres tall with a diameter of 600mm. (mine is about 7m 

tall, with (sparse) flowers right to the top). Its natural range is from the Clarence River in NSWs to 

tropical northern Australia. It is also found in New Guinea and the Solomon Islands. Pink euodia 

is usually found in riverine rainforest areas. Its trunk is almost white, of a doughy appearance, 

with a thick layer of soft corky dead bark. The trunk is slightly buttressed or flanged at the base. 

Its opposite leaflets are in threes, mostly ovate, 6 to 13 cm long, tapering to a blunt point at the 

tip. This tree is the favoured food plant for the Ulysses butterfly, Papilio ulysses. (and other 

butterflies as shown below).  What a delight to have in the garden! Ed 
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